MEMORIES OF WORLD WAR II

T. Ansgar Rykken

Preface
T.A. Rykken was born in 1924 in Wittenberg, Wisconsin at the Bethany Indian Mission. His family
moved to North Dakota in 1930 and he attended elementary and high school in Petersburg. He
was 17 years old in 1941 and had started college in Moorhead, MN at Concordia College. His story
was recently documented for a book by Dr. James Hofrenning that chronicles the stories of young
men from Concordia who served in the military during the war. Rykken lived in Black River Falls
from 1962‐1973 serving the Evangelical Lutheran Church parish. This is a transcript that he
completed in the summer of 2010 at the age of 86.

The war had begun in December of 1941. Needless to say it was a shock to us at Concordia
College. There is a photograph somewhere on the campus of a group of young men
gathered around a radio, listening to the dread account of the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Historians have told us since that there were clear indications such an attack was coming
but it was a shock to millions.
I was seventeen years old and went on to attend college for two years but by the summer
of 1943 it seemed to me that it was time for me to join in to help. In August of that year my
induction took place in St. Paul, MN and I got on a train for Texas. After an eye‐opening six
weeks as to vocabulary (I had been raised in a parsonage, attended a Christian college and
spent two summers at home), exercise and household duties for which I was not prepared I
went to a college training detachment in northeast Oregon.
Five months was the average time there but we spent only two months there. The reason
was clear: whereas we had hoped to become officers in the Army Air Corps there were,
according to rumor, a 50,000 oversupply. We were headed to the realm of the enlisted
rather than to become officers.
On to California; after a time of sorting us out it was determined that I would become an
armorer‐gunner, the man on board our future airplane to be well acquainted with caliber 30
and 50 machine guns, as well as the 20 mm. cannon, employed on some aircraft. My
previous experience along those lines was shooting gophers with a single shot .22 rifle.
So I got some training and was fascinated with the technology of arms. George Bernard
Shaw was been quoted in his day talking of the primitive quality of typewriters as
compared to that of armaments. He was right then and I suppose today as well, although
computers have made vast advances.
After a time in St. Louis we went on a long train ride: specifically to Ft. Myers, Fl, by way of
Chicago. The trip took five days and five nights and we arrived in the heat of summer.
Further gunnery training took place, including test flight over the water, firing our guns
into the water for practice. We wondered how many fish gave their all for the war effort!
After a brief stay (the army called it TDY, temporary duty) at Myrtle
Beach in one of the Carolinas a brief furlough back to North
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Dakota was given. That was the last time I saw my father who had been in poor health for
some time.
We shipped out from Newport News, Virginia on a relatively small ship. There were about
1500 servicemen aboard. 500 of us were air crew and the rest infantry. We of the air crew
status had been through a lot of motion sickness flights and the infantrymen had not, with
predictable results. We were in the North Atlantic in November and the sea was rough. I
was reminded of stories I had heard of my grandparents making a similar trip and better
able to understand what they had gone through.
Naples, Italy was our destination. We stayed there briefly and went on to Caserta, a few
miles to the east. Our ultimate destination was to be the island of Corsica. There is an aside
here, one of many in the course of any war. A pilot of one of the B‐25’s was eager to be a
fighter pilot, whether out of the possible glamour, or because he wanted to be alone on a
plane we don’t know. However, he stole a jeep from the motor pool, drove into Naples,
and, like the Prodigal Son, spent his time in riotous living. He found some young ladies who
liked the idea of jeep ride with a handsome airman. He went to one of their homes, secured
some pink paint to cover the jeep numbers, and continued his adventure for a couple of
days. Like the prodigal of old he came to his senses, began the return to Caserta, but
wrecked the jeep on a rock pile. There followed a hearing and it was determined that he
could not fly a bomber and be responsible for the crew. Later he was assigned to be a
fighter pilot. Someone works in a mysterious way!
Corsica was the birthplace of Napoleon and is well known for its climate and beauty. It was
a French island and had been overrun by the German army who had then been overcome.
There was evidence of their presence by wrecked vehicles, one of which was the remains of
the well known Volkswagen.
We got to work securing our quarters, tents that were placed on wooden floors. We were
given canvas cots along with air mattresses which were very comfortable. It was a strange
kind of war in which we found ourselves: fly out, drop bombs, return to relative comfort.
But there were other sides to the conflict.
The weather was cool but not cold. We needed some heat in the tents. Some genius had
devised a system of tubes and valves that directed airplane fuel on to a sand base in can
that had other uses previously. It worked and we lost only one tent to fire!
We got right to work. Daily postings of bombing missions were there for us to see. Most of
the missions were to northern Italy in the Brenner Pass. From ancient times this had been a
route used for troops and materiel. Hannibal had been there, they told us, with his
elephants from North Africa to subdue Italian troops.
In the course of time I flew 49 bombing missions. This was not the fulfillment of a complete
tour duty for crews of medium bombers. Our missions lasted from three to five hours while
the larger planes had missions that lasted much longer and they had fewer missions for a
full tour of duty.
We had a six person crew of three officers (pilot, co‐pilot and navigator‐bombardier) and
three enlisted men (top turret gunner/crew chief, side gunner/radioman, and tail
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gunner/armorer). Our targets were marshalling yards, other gathering spots for enemy
vehicles and personnel, and ammunition dumps. We knew there were people down there
too, but no one discussed that. After all, it was war. In fact we were not sure how things
were going to be. There was doubt for quite some time as to whether we would be
successful.
We flew from Corsica to Italy. The flights were not long because the B‐25 had a limited
range. There were no provisions for refueling in the air.
Many of our flights were described as “milk runs”. This descriptive term comes from rural
railroads that stopped to gather milk cans to take to a creamery or cheese factory. There
would be little or no damage or danger to such a run.
This was not always the case. Before taking off in the airplane or at the direction of our
pilot while in flight we would put on flak jackets. These reminded me of the coats of mail
often pictured in medieval settings. In fact there was a great similarity to them, and they
were heavy to wear. Their purpose, of course, was to protect the wearer from bits of
“flak”, or metal fragments sent skyward from the ground. We flew at a relatively low
altitude and our plane had no provision for oxygen. If we should go to a height of 8,000
feet or more we could really feel the effects of those heavy jackets.
Not all of the flights were easy. I recall the first time I saw flak in the sky, the bursting of
anti‐aircraft explosives. There was a thick steel plate in front of me as I sat on a type of
stool in the tail of the plane. For maximum protection one could duck behind that plate
when flak was heavy but that first encounter was mesmerizing. I couldn’t take my eyes off
the scene, and I was fortunate that nothing hit our plane on that occasion.
The Italian air force was on the wane by the time I got to Corsica. The Germans had been
there as well but things were winding down for them as well. In fact, I never fired my guns
as approaching aircraft. Opposing pilots were aware of our armament. We flew in a box of
six planes and each plane was equipped with six caliber .50 machine guns but we were still
in danger from ground fire. On one mission our plane was struck in an oil line which caused
that engine to fail. Our pilot “feathered” the propeller on that engine which meant that
the blades were hitting the air at an angle of as to cause the least resistance.
Our navigator quickly determined a pathway to Switzerland, for we were fairly close to that
neutral nation. Had we flown there we would have been interned for the duration of the
war. It was a tempting prospect. However our pilot skillfully got us over the mountains on
the way back to base. On one engine we gained over 500 feet. On that same flight we
saw, after we landed that a piece of shrapnel was penetrated the plane about eighteen
inches behind me. Had it been necessary to bail out I had the best place of all. I simply
would have reached over my right shoulder and yanked a red handle there. It would have
caused the canopy above me to fly off and I could have followed out into the air. We never
practiced that procedure because it had to done right the first time. It was a maneuver I
was happy to neglect.
In March of 1945 our whole outfit was transferred to the east coast of Italy, on the Adriatic.
That was historic country but we were in a war and chances to do a lot of sightseeing were
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limited. I was only nineteen and then twenty years old and in retrospect wished that I had
more knowledge of the history and geography of the area we were in. I did have the
opportunity to spend three days in Rome and five days in Venice which were part of what
was called R and R—rest and recreation. Needless to say the time was well spent.
The reason for our move as en entire unit was that it was clear that the war was coming to
a climax, and we could be closer to our targets. During that final time we sometimes flew
two missions a day which we would not have been able to do from Corsica. The final days of
our air raids were larger than usual. Heavy bombers from the south flew high in the sky; we
flew at lower altitudes, and were
escorted by fighter planes.
Things were winding down in the European war. In fact several of us were granted a three
day pass to Rome at that time. While we were there Italy capitulated; there was great
jubilation, and a parade which we saw from beginning to end. It was seemingly
spontaneous, and special attention was given to a large group known as partisans. They
had been leaders in the resistance to the Axis powers and now were seen as heroes. They
were characterized by red kerchiefs around their necks and were noted as communists. It
was not clear to me that they had any connection to the communism of the Soviet Union,
but there may have been. Italy is a Roman Catholic country, and communism and
Catholicism don’ mix; it may have been a case of strange bedfellows,
That ended my participation in war then, but, as I stated earlier, my tour of duty had not
been completed. We who flew in medium bombers were scheduled to fly seventy
missions, and I had flown only forty‐nine. I write only, realizing that I had been fortunate,
or protected, or blessed, whatever it might be said. However, that meant that I still had a
tour of duty to complete, but there was no need for tail gunners in Europe then. So we
made plans to go back to the United States, and find out then what our future would be.
We left Italy in June, flying back by way of North Africa, the Canary Islands, Greenland, and
Connecticut. From there we traveled by train to New York to Minnesota, and back to my
hometown in North Dakota. What lay next was still unknown? Rumor was that we would
leave California, travel to India, and go up the Burma Road by truck to Chungking, and
continue flying missions from there.
While on furlough I visited my uncle in Alexandria, Minnesota.
Shortly after we got back from a few hours of fishing the news came of the dropping of the
atomic bomb in Japan and the end of the war. It was marvelous news, and the need for me
to complete my tour of duty had ended suddenly.
Many have speculated on the meaning and the consequence of that war. A wise man said
once that only the undertakers really won. Perhaps that is a cynical view of World War II,
but at the time there was great doubt about what the world would be like if the Axis
Powers would win. There was great cost and many deaths, many who were wounded, and
many tears shed. God grant an answer to the millions of prayers for peace in the world!
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